
OUR MOTHER

IS BURNING!
NACIÓN PACHAMAMA´S MANIFESTO



Our Mother is burning!
Today ,  now ,  we  call  you  to

unite  your  voice  to

the  cry  of  Mother  Jungle ,  who

is  dying  in  an  unquestionable

state  of  calamity

and  emergency .  We  come  to

you  because  we  feel  that  the

greatest  force  that

exists  is  of  beings  who ,  even

with  apparent  differences ,

allow  themselves  to

flow  into  the  underground

river  of  hearts .  Our  Mother  is

burning !  

The  Amazon  is  not  a  mere

space ,  i t  is  a  Great  Mother ,  a

powerful  Wild

and  Free  Wild  Goddess ,  who

maintains  delicate  planetary

balances  that  we  do  not

even  ful ly  understand .  What

we  call  the  Amazon  is  a

gigantic  ocean  of  Life  that

serves  the  planet  and  i ts

beings ,  oxygenating ,

refreshing ,  regenerating  the

footsteps  of  destruction  that

our  civi l ization  imprints  every

day  on  Earth .  It

is  the  sacred  and  feminine

center  of  the  Earth ,  the

breast  that  gives  the  l i fe

milk  that  sustains  us  and  all

we  know .

We  ourselves  are  the  burning

Earth !

We  make  an  appeal ,  that  we

see  i t  whole ,  alive ,  Indian . . .

not  as  an  institution  of

separate  environments ,  but

as  a  set  of  mineral ,  vegetable ,

animal ,  human ,  enchanted ,

sensit ive  singularit ies  that

harmoniously  work ,

breathe  and  surrender  i ts

existence  to  the  care  and

nutrit ion  of  this  Mother

Jungle ,  which  gives  birth  to

Life  and  is  the  very  Breath  of

the  entire  planet .

The  Nación  Pachamama

manifests  i tself  against  the

cruel  extermination  of

mill ions  of  trees ,  wild

animals ,  humans ,  herds

condemned  to  death  by

their  meat ,

poisoned  and  barred

millennial  r ivers ,  which  even

squashed ,  as  immense  and

generous  mothers ,  continue

giving  l i fe  to  countless

ecosystems .  We  repudiate

the  murder  and  persecution

of  Mother  Jungle 's  children ,

the  peoples  of  our

humanity ,  our  indigenous

brothers ,  mistreated  and

abused  by  commercial  and

official  power ,  which

pretend  to  defend  the

wellness  and  interest  of  our

common

home .

We  have  come  in  this

manifesto  to  join  the  voices

of  all  beings ,

concerned  about  this

abominable  situation ,  and

demand  from  the

Government  of

Brazil  and  the  responsible

entit ies  to  take  all  measures

to  stop  the  forest

f ires  in  the  Great  Mother

Amazon ,  and  to  ensure  that

the  forests  ,  water

sources  and  populations  of

the  highest  concentration  of

biodiversity  and  l iv ing

matter  in  the  world  are

respected ,  protected  and

released  from  all  harm

caused

by  human  ambition  and

capital  brutality .

Latin  American  sister ,

brother  and  from

everywhere !  Let 's  stand

up  today ,  now .

 

Our mother is burning!
In brotherly love for all

beings 
 

Nación Pachamama
Movement !


